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ABSTRACT
Outlier detection or anomaly detection is important branch data mining. It monitors the data and extracts the
unusual events from dataset. The outlier detection technique can be applied in variety of domains such as
detection of intrusion , fraud analysis, human gait analysis etc. The outlier detection strategies vary with respect
to the application requirement. The outlier can be extracted from static dataset as well as from continuously
streaming data. This work aims to study various outlier detection strategies and its limitation. After analysis of
existing techniques, a streaming based local outlier detection technique is proposed.
Keywords : Outlier Detection, Anomaly Detection, Distance Based Outlier, Local Outlier, Global Outlier,
Memory Efficiency
I.

INTRODUCTION

entries of outlier. Based on the training dataset,
outliers in test datasets are identified. In semi-

In knowledge discovery process, mining of useful

supervised approach only inliers or outliers are

data is done. But there is less research work is done

labeled as a training data. In unsupervised approach

in finding exceptions in data. Outlier is the

no labeled data is provided to the system for training.

unexpected behavior of data point. Outlier detection

The unsupervised approach is widely used in variety

is used to find rare events, exceptional cases or some
sort of deviation from regular entries. This is

of domains because of unavailability of labeled data.
The unsupervised outlier detection technique is

applicable in various domains such as: detecting

mainly classified in 3 categories:

criminal activities in bank transitions or digital

1. Distribution based: In this technique outlier is

market, intrusion detection, etc.

identified using probabilistic distribution of data.

The outlier detection strategy varies with respect to
the given input data. For example outlier detection in

2. Depth Based: In this technique each point in
dataset is treated as k-d space called as depth.

credit card transaction is different from outlier in

Outliers are those points whose k-depth is minimum.

meteorological data. Outlier is unexpected behavior

3. Distance based:

of data point but this is much generalized approach

technique to rank the outlier from a given dataset.

It uses k –nearest neighbor

to define the outlier. The definition and outlier
detection treatment varies with respect to the
application. Various approaches are used for outlier

In variety of applications streaming data is generated.
Streaming data is continuous unbounded sequence of

detection

semi-

data records. It can be ordered by explicit timestamp.

supervised ,unsupervised. In supervised approach a

The stream data processing includes variety of

labeled data is provided as an training data to the

aspects such as system design, resource optimization,

system. The labels include entries of inliers as well as

scalability storage management, etc. But very less

such

as

supervised,
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attention is provided on outlier detection over

Wireless sensor networks are used in variety of

streaming data.

applications. Anomaly detection on wireless sensor
network is challenging task due to memory

The outlier detection over streaming data is difficult

limitations. S. Rajasegarar, C. Leckie and M.

task

generated

Palaniswami provides a review on techniques used

continuously. To analyze such unbounded data is

for outlier detection in wireless sensor network. The

challenging task. The whole data can not be store in
memory for processing. Some resources where

solution is problem specific and hardware specific.
To provide solution over sensor network multiple

streaming data is captured are configured with

aspects should be considered such as: communication

limited memory such as wireless sensor networks.

frequency, minimizing energy consumption, etc.[4]

Such devices need memory efficient outlier detection

Streaming data processing is proposed and where

strategy.

the processing is categorized in 3 sections. :

The following section includes the literature work

Distribution based, clustering based and distance
based.[5][6][7]

because

volume

of

data

is

related to the static data outlier detection strategies
and streaming data outlier detection

Distribution

based

technique

aims

to

learn

sstrategies. This strategy follows the unsupervised

probabilistic distribution of data. This requires a-

approach for outlier detection.

priory knowledge of distribution of data which is
impractical in streaming data solutions.[8]

The organization of this document is as follows. In
Section 2 (Literature survey). In Section 3 (Proposed

In cluster based approach more focus is on cluster

system) is discussed. In section 4(Conclusion)

creation than outlier detection. In this technique,

a conclusion is the last part.

outliers are detected those are far away from the

II. LITERATURE SURVEY

centroid based on small clusters or data points. There
is no efficient scheme provided for high dimensional
data clustering and outlier detection. Charu C.

Outlier and anomaly are two terms that can be

Aggarwal proposes a cluster based histogram. This

interchangeably used for outlier detection. A review

histogram is used to model streaming data in

related to the anomaly detection techniques are

applications. Histogram generates summary of data

provided by author . In this review anomaly is

points. Supervised and unsupervised data solutions

categorized in 3 types: Point Anomalies, Contextual

are proposed in this work based on the underlying

Anomalies and Collective Anomalies. According to

input data structure. Philipp Kranen, Ira Assenty,

this review anomaly identification strategies are have

CorinnaBaldauf and Thomas Seidal so proposed a

different implementations as per the identification of

cluster based outlier detection for streaming data.

anomaly type. It is required to identify which kind of
technique will be suitable for the given problem.

This technique mainly includes parameter free
algorithm. A self adaptive algorithm is proposed to

Most of the existing work focuses on static dataset

tackle with varying data arrival rate in data stream.

processing for outlier detection technique. In such

[9][10] [11] [12]

cases all the data points are available for processing at
a time. This requires high processing time and

Distance based approach calculates the distance of

memory usage. [3]

each point with respect to the remaining points. The
distance based outlier detection technique is mainly
classified in two categories :
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technique LOF for all incoming data points need to

A. Global Outlier Detection:

be calculated and hence this method consumes high
For global outlier detection, the distance of data
point is compared with the all the data points present
in memory. This is generally applicable in static
dataset[13].
A sliding window technique is applied to find global
outliers based on previous input. The outliers in
current window are detected by considering the
whole dataset.

Author proposed an editing based

approach to find global outliers over streaming data.
This approach is supervised approach and hence
applicable in very limited applications. [14][15][16]

memory, and high processing time.[5]
Mahsa Salehi, Christopher Leckie , James C. Bezdek ,
TharshanVaithianathan and Xuyun Zhang proposes
a memory efficient technique for local outlier
detection. In this technique summary of previous
data points is preserved rather than preserving whole
dataset. But this technique does not efficiently
handle the high dimensional dataset with specific
memory bound.[1]
Data cube analysis is a very strong tool used for
analysis

A combine cluster based and distance based approach
to detect global outlier over data stream is proposed
in literature. This technique provide better solution
than existing cluster based or distance based solution
in terms of computational cost.[17]

of

multidimensional

data.

Interesting

measure computation for data cubes and relative
mining of interesting cube groups over data sets at
large scale such as web logs are complex for many
important analyses done in the real world. Existing
approaches have focused on algebraic measures like
SUM that are suitable to parallel computation and
can easily take advantage from the recent parallel

B. Local Outlier Detection:

computing infrastructure like MapReduce. Author

detected based on k nearest neighbor form data slice.

conclude that, unlike existing techniques which
cannot scale to the 100 million tuple mark for our

For static dataset analysis LOF is proposed. In this ,

data sets, MR-Cube successfully and efficiently

degree of being outlier is calculated for each data

computes cubes with holistic measures over billion-

point. This provides better solution of non-

tuple data sets.[20]

Unlike global dataset, local outlier local outlier is

homogeneous data distribution. The complexity of
LOF depends on the number of data points and is

There are different approaches are used in the field

quadratic

of data mining like text

.To

improve

efficiency

of

LOF

,

mining,patteren mining.

approximation technique is proposed. In this

For mining the high utility itemsets from large

technique LOF factors is not calculated for all the

transactional

data

available and have some consequential limitations.

points.

This

improves

efficiency

of

datasets multiple methods are

system.[18][19]

Performance of these methods need to be scrutinized
under low memory based systems for mining high

The previous version of LOF requires to preserves

utility itemsets from transactional datasets as well as

previous data points in memory to find outlier in

to address further measures. The author proposed

next iteration. Pokrajak et al. proposed a local outlier

algorithm combines the High Utility Pattern Mining

detection technique based on incremental approach

and Incremental Frequent Pattern Mining. Two

over data streams. This technique calculates the LOF
value based on k-nearest neighbors and values of

algorithms used are Apriori and existing Parallel UP
Growth for mining high utility itemsets using

LOF will be updated of KNN if required. But In this

transactional databases.[21]
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Feature selection involves selecting the most useful

space. There is a need of such system to provide a

features from the given data set and reduces

solution, for local outlier detection within the given

dimensionality.A

memory bound, for incoming streaming data points.

novel

clustering

approach

is

proposed for feature selection from high dimensional
data. The formation of clusters drastically reduces the

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM

dimensionality and helps in selection of relevant
features for the concerned target class. The data pre
processing removes the redundant and irrelevant

When data arrives for processing initially feature
selection technique is applied to reduce the

features. The formation of clusters by constructing

processing dimensional space. Along with the

minimum spanning tree reduces the complexity for

selected feature subset incoming data stream is

the computation of feature selection.[22]

processed in 4 steps: Attribute Filter, Summarization,
Merging and Revised Insertion

Text data contain large amount of side information
along with text content and it can be used in the
process of text categorization which improve the
efficiency

of

categorize

data.

sometimes

side

information may be noisy and results in wrong
categorization which decreases the quality of
clustering process. Therefore, author propose a new
approach for mining of text data using side
information

is

suggested,

which

combines

partitioning approach with probabilistic estimation
model for the mining of text data along with the side
information.[23]
Figure 1. System Architecture
A. Analysis
Local and global outliers detection are two important

Attribute Selection:

aspects in distance based outlier detection process. To

Whole dataset is given to the attribute selection

analyze outliers from high speed data streams is

process. This technique uses correlation coefficient

challenging task. In existing work lot of work has

technique to select attributes from dataset. This
technique removes the redundant features.

been done to find local outlier over streaming data.
But these techniques suffer from insufficient memory
problems and hence these systems were able to

1.Attribute Filter:

process limited data. For every incoming input

The incoming stream data is filtered as per the

stream, points are collected at time t and its Local

selected attributes and saved in the memory space.

Outlier Factor-LOF value is calculated. It is difficult

2.Summarization:
In every data input stream b points are processed.

to store all the incoming points and its LOF values
practically in the memory after every input stream.

When processing memory reaches to its limit,

There is a need to provide a technique to reduce

summary of b/2 data points is calculated and deleted

processing

space for

from the memory. The summary is calculated based

The incoming data is

on k distance ,Local reachability density and LOF
values. These values can be calculated as follows:

space

and

continuous input data.

data

storage

multidimensional data. There is need to provide
dimensionality reduction technique to reduce storage
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k- distance(p): k-distance(p): the distance

detection are 2 main aspects in distance based outlier

between a data point p and its kth nearest

detection technique. To find local outlier over

neighbor (kth-NN).

streaming data various factors need to be focused

Local reachability density (lrd):

such as: Incoming data structure, memory bounds,

Local reachability density (lrd) of a data point p:

data dimensionality, etc. The proposed system
provides a solution for local outlier detection within

Where N(p,k) is the set of k nearest neighbors of p.


the given memory bound, for incoming streaming
high dimensional data points.
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